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PRESIDENT: NICK HERBERT MP 

CHAIRMAN: MICHAEL COVER 

The West Sussex Rail Users Association 

Response to the GTR December 2015 Timetable Consultation 

 

1. INTRODUCTION- The West Sussex Rail Users Association is the independent rail 

passenger group that represents the interests of rail users in West Sussex. We 

represent rail users on the Arun Valley Line between Three Bridges and Horsham to 

Bognor Regis and Chichester and the area to the west, as well as those using the 

West Coastway Line between Worthing and Emsworth and Barnham and 

Angmering and Littlehampton. We have around 200 Members and each station 

along our lines has a representative on the WSRUA Committee. The Committee 

meets regularly, as well conducting occasional visits to stations on the lines which 

are used by our Members, most recently to Amberley and Arundel. We hold an 

Annual General Meeting, which is regularly attended by senior representatives of 

what is now Govia Thameslink Railway and Network Rail, with which organisations 

we maintain close links at all levels. We are at www.wsrua.org.uk . Nick Herbert MP 

has recently kindly agreed to become our President. 

 

2. We welcome the opportunity to respond to this consultation but it is necessary to 

point out that this is the first real opportunity since 2007 when we have been 

engaged in any timetable consultation and we would ask GTR to adopt the line 

suggested by the Passenger Focus in their response to the DfT TSGN consultation: 

 

“A careful review of all timetables applicable to the combined franchise must be 

undertaken to explore how services can best be matched to passenger needs. 

There may well be opportunities to adapt frequencies and stopping patterns to 

provide a better match of capacity with demand, whilst still ensuring the needs of all 

passengers are balanced appropriately. Where this is the case, Passenger Focus 

would expect clear evidence to be produced and comprehensive consultation to be 

carried out with passengers prior to any changes being made. Within the previous 

Southern franchise there was evidence of an ability to undertake a sophisticated and 

responsive approach to train service development, combined with a positive strategy 

of stakeholder engagement to explain the rationale for service proposals (both 

elements effectively demonstrated on the West Coastway/Arun Valley timetable 

revisions for December 2007). We recommend application of similar train service 

development principles to a ‘clean sheet’ for the new franchise to ensure that the 

timetable is optimised according to passenger needs rather than being constrained 

by arbitrarily imposed elements in an enforced structure.” 

 

http://www.wsrua.org.uk/
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3. We would observe that this has not been undertaken, which is disappointing to say 

the least. Our vision, as already communicated in our Response to the Network Rail 

Sussex Area Route Study is ‘Horsham in 45 and Chichester in 75’ (minutes). These 

are not unreasonable targets, in the light of what is set out in our two Responses 

and the progress that is being made elsewhere, for example in the ‘Norwich in 90’ 

Campaign. 

 

4. SPECIFIC QUESTIONS IN THE CONSULTATION 

 

5. In our Response, we have sought to look both at what might be called the big 

picture and also some of the detail. Successful operation is dependent on vision and 

‘sweating the detail’ and this should be recognised. 

 

6. Question 5- Do you support the integration of the Gatwick Express into the 

Brighton Main Line? 

 

7. Whilst this is not directly an Arun Valley question that closely impacts on our area, 

we would observe that the proposed overall Victoria- Brighton timing of 54 (as 

opposed to 51) minutes is not impressive and hardly in line with the objective to 

provide ‘reduced journey times from London to Brighton…’ as stated on page 5 of 

the Consultation. 

 

8. Question 7- Do you support our plans to reduce the journey time between 

London, Horsham, Chichester, Portsmouth Harbour, Southampton Central 

and Bognor Regis by omitting to call at Redhill. 

 

9. We strongly support the objective, including its achievement by removing the Redhill 

stop to make Arun Valley trains faster. This needs to be all day and into the evening. 

This has long been an aspiration. However, the Horley stop should also be removed 

from Arun Valley trains. Instead, Horley could have an improved service increasing 

from 3 to 4 trains per hour by adding a stop there half-hourly to the Thameslink 

trains via Redhill.  

 

10. We consider that further savings in overall journey time on the Arun Valley line can 

be made. Firstly, full advantage of the higher speeds over Stoats Nest Junction and 

the new signalling between Horsham and Arundel has not been taken and it should 

be possible to reduce journey times south of Horsham by 2-3 minutes by reducing 

the interval between the Portsmouth/Southampton portions and the Bognor portions 

on the approach to Horsham and on departure from Horsham. Secondly, a further 1-

2 minutes could be saved in the dwell times at Horsham by following the example of 

other TOCs, where doors are not opened until joining and splitting has been 

completed. There are also other locations where approach control is unnecessarily 

severe (in the up direction south of Horsham) or where power is applied and then 

taken off and then reapplied (in the down direction south of Horsham and west of 

Barnham). Working with Network Rail, more rigour is needed in this area. 
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11. Even further savings could be achieved by an end to splitting and joining, which 

would simplify crew rosters and leave less perplexed passengers. It would be fair to 

say that some of our Members that travel from south of Horsham are not in favour of 

splitting and joining, not least as the current way that this is undertaken results in 

substantially slower journeys from that part of our area. If splitting and joining is the 

only option for the time being, it should be carried out as in other TOC’s and also 

always at the same station, rather than the current mixture of Horsham, Three 

Bridges and Barnham. 

 

12. Question 8- Do you support our plans to reduce the journey time between 

London and Littlehampton by omitting to call at Preston Park and placing 

calls at Portslade and Lancing into one train. 

 

13. We welcome any move to make trains faster and we support the changes proposed 

to trains between Victoria and Littlehampton. However, changing the interval for 

local travellers, for example, between Littlehampton and Worthing from a 30 minute 

interval to 36/24 minute intervals may be rather unwelcome to some. Retaining the 

30 minute intervals between trains where there are two trains per hour is our 

preferred option whenever possible but this may not be possible in seeking to 

establish an identifiable pattern of fast/express, semi-fast and stopping trains, which 

is favoured by some of our Members.  

 

14. Questions 10, 11 and 12- Redhill 

 

15. We have considered the three questions together. No changes are proposed to the 

off peak Horsham London Bridge trains, yet south of Horley our experience is that 

these have few passengers because most passengers travelling beyond Gatwick 

change there or at Three Bridges for faster trains. If these trains were to run fast 

north of Gatwick to only stop at Horley, Redhill, East Croydon, Norwood Junction 

and New Cross Gate for East London Line connections, then we consider they 

would carry far more passengers. This would allow re-routing of the Tonbridge to 

Redhill service to Gatwick as suggested later. The extension of the London Bridge 

to Horsham trains down the Arun Valley would make them even more useful and 

could be used to restore the former Horsham-Littlehampton connectivity. The 

Thameslink trains via Redhill should also stop at Earlswood, Salfords and Horley to 

cover stations we suggest removing from the Horsham to London Bridge train. The 

stops at Merstham, Coulsdon South and Purley taken out of the Horsham-London 

Bridge trains should be placed in the Reigate and Tonbridge to Victoria trains. We 

understand it has long been an aspiration of passengers from these stations to have 

a direct off peak service to Victoria. 

 

16. It would also be very helpful to have, once again, a direct Tonbridge to Gatwick 

service, especially with the removal of the Redhill stops from the Arun Valley trains. 

Observation suggests there are many more passengers from Reigate who travel to 

London than from stations on the Tonbridge line and so it would be better for 
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Reigate to Victoria to operate half hourly and the Tonbridge train to run to Gatwick 

Airport off peak to  provide better connections from West Sussex and Gatwick 

Airport to Kent. We appreciate that this would remove the through service to Victoria 

from the Tonbridge line but our observations suggest that there are far more 

passengers on these trains heading for Gatwick and Sussex stations than for 

London. In addition, passengers from Edenbridge, probably one of the larger 

settlements on the line, have the option of travelling to London from Edenbridge 

Town on the Uckfield line. 

 

17. The Draft Timetables 

 

18. The timetables in the Appendix on pages 24-27 are not clearly set out and it is 

extremely difficult to see what the train service will be from them. For example, it 

does not show any direct trains between London and Bognor Regis but does show 

direct trains from Bognor Regis to London. It does not show any direct Chichester to 

London trains and only shows one train per hour between London and 

Worthing/Littlehampton. This should have been checked before publishing and we 

look forward to a clear draft timetable.  

 

19. Question 16- Do you have any further comments not covered in this 

consultation which you would like to raise for possible future consultation. 

 

20. We are surprised that there are no proposals to improve the Sunday service where, 

in both summer and winter, loadings are close to those of off peak weekdays and 

Saturdays. When the improvement to West Sussex train services was implemented 

in December 2007, we were told there was not enough time to develop the Sunday 

service as well but that we would be engaged on improvement options as the next 

project. However, all we have seen is stagnation of the Sunday service with the 

Arun Valley train to London made even slower with the additional Coulsdon South 

stop, while Chichester has a substandard service with a long journey via Hove. We 

would like to see the weekday off peak service replicated hourly, with Portsmouth 

and Bognor portions splitting and joining at Horsham. 

 

21. The Brighton to Southampton service is also poor compared to the fast trains some 

years ago from Portsmouth Harbour to Brighton, stopping now at nearly every 

station east of Barnham. It is especially slow on Sundays as the fast service 

promised in 2007 turned out to be a diversion of the Brighton-Littlehampton service. 

This service still stops at all stations between Brighton and Barnham including the 

minor stations of Aldrington, Fishersgate and East Worthing which have negligible 

Sunday traffic but retain a half hourly service. It has also left Littlehampton with a 

very poor Sunday service. We would like to see this service improved, not only on 

Sundays but on off-peak weekdays by reducing the number of intermediate stops 

between Barnham and Hove. 
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22. We are also extremely disappointed that the promised hourly service 7 days a week 

between West Sussex and Southampton Airport has not been pursued. This has a  

financially positive business case and was therefore recommended by Network 

Rail’s London and Southeast Route Utilisation Strategy. 

 

23. Finally, in the 1970s and 1980s, there was a late night service from Victoria to 

Chichester, which in those days left Victoria at 23.02 allowing those from South 

West Sussex the chance to visit theatres in London. The current last train at 22.32 is  

too early. It is true that there is a 23.17 to Chichester on Saturdays but there is a 

need for a similar service on Monday to Fridays, perhaps by extending the 23.02 

from Victoria to Horsham along the Arun Valley to Chichester. The 2102 and 2202 

services from Victoria to Horsham, recently introduced, could also usefully be 

extended down the Arun Valley, even on a trial basis. We would also propose a later 

train from Chichester to Victoria at around 2300, which would serve theatre goers 

from outside Chichester. 

 

24. Peak-hour services 

 

25. As we have indicated, we support the off peak changes. But we are disappointed 

that there are no proposals to improve the peak rush hour when most passengers 

travel. The consultation document states that the new timetable for the Thameslink 

programme will improve performance and is being introduced in stages 2015 to 

2018.  As improving performance must be a priority for the new Franchise, surely it 

must be a priority to do something with the peak weekday service that currently is 

delivering poor service in terms of timekeeping and this knocks on into the off-peak. 

If Southern and Network Rail can get the peak service right, the weekday off peak 

service would also run much better. This is demonstrated on Saturdays where, 

without the problems of a preceding peak, services generally run to time throughout 

the day, unless of course, affected by engineering works. 

 

26. We accept that reduction of capacity at London Bridge is a challenge for the 

timetable planners but it seems to us that GTR has opted for a largely unchanged 

service with some trains diverted to Victoria and others withdrawn altogether, rather 

than looking to provide a revised service over the whole Southern network that was 

best for the majority of passengers. 

 

27. For West Sussex users, we would like the planners to consider changes to the 

service from Littlehampton and Worthing area to Victoria so that, at  least, there is 

the same half hourly frequency in the peak hour as it is off peak, with the London 

Bridge trains being additional. The 1½ hour interval between trains arriving at 

Victoria between 0700 and 0825 is unacceptable. More trains up the Arun Valley 

from Littlehampton would also be welcome, perhaps by extending trains that run 

to/from Horsham via Dorking. This route often appears to be ignored, when it is 

potentially of much more use than that to which it is currently being put. 
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28. We also would ask for a better service to London Bridge from the Arun Valley line. 

There are two direct trains currently. First is the 05.57 Littlehampton where its 12 

cars are underused until it gets to the Redhill area because it is so slow and where 

most of the passengers who do use it get off at Three Bridges or Gatwick Airport to 

catch faster trains. This could leave Littlehampton around 15 minutes earlier and 

then run fast from Gatwick stopping only at Redhill and East Croydon and arriving 

London Bridge at 07.20. We know that large numbers of Arun Valley passengers 

would use such a train and it would also benefit Redhill passengers who are 

suffering the withdrawal of several of their peak London Bridge trains. The second 

direct service, 05.57 Southampton/06.57 Bognor Regis, arrives too late for many 

London commuters but we accept that it may be impossible to change its timings. A 

consequence of the current service is the large number of passengers who have to 

join Victoria trains and then change en-route into already crowded London Bridge 

trains.  

 

29. We also note that the 0529 from Havant to Victoria is slow and notoriously 

unreliable, not least due to joining with the 0617 from Brighton at Three Bridges. 

This train is currently underused and, if speeded up, has great potential to relieve 

the increasingly crowded 0606 from Bognor Regis to Victoria. 

 

30. Finally, we would ask for changes to the 16.32 Victoria to Bognor Regis and 

Southampton Central. This train is regularly full and standing from East Croydon to 

Horsham. The Redhill and Horley stops should be removed as in the off-peak and 

the splitting moved from Three Bridges to Horsham. The need for splitting at Three 

Bridges disappeared with the Arun Valley resignalling and moving this to Horsham 

will even out the loadings.  

 

31. CONCLUSION 

 

32. There is much work to be done to meet the vision that we have set ourselves for our 

Members and the travelling public in West Sussex. In addition, we have local issues 

relating to individual stations, such as Angmering (a half hour service at least on 

Saturday, as befits its status as a Gateway to the South Downs National Park) and 

Bosham, that are not set out here and we look forward to engaging with GTR in the 

near future in a way that has not happened with the then leadership and timetabling 

people of Southern over the last seven years.  

 

The West Sussex Rail Users Association, January 2015 

 


